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he bijou Tudor cottage that is home
to Venetia Phipps provides the perfect

backdrop for her hand-made feather
hearts and starburst wreaths. Three hang

elegantly from the slender beams that partition
her winter light-filled lounge and dinky kitchen. Cock and
hen pheasant feathers have been painstakingly arranged and
layered to create a trio of fluffy hearts – some with hollow
centres and others filled – and the resulting patterns, colours
and textures are quite beautiful.
Cast your eye around the house and feathers are a feature.

A glass vase on the kitchen windowsill is home to a bouquet
of long and proud pheasant tail feathers. On the mantelpiece
above the fire I spot a trio of mottled plumes bursting from a
brass rifle cartridge like a firework – this is the beginnings of a
brooch Venetia is making – and another ribbon-tied vase has
tall quill-like plumes framing blousy hydrangea heads.
“I just love working with the back feathers of the pheasant

– they are my absolute favourite. Look at the pattern and
the way the feather splays into fluff. They look like faux fur,”
says Venetia, as she scoops a handful of the tiny and delicate
plumes from a set of drawers where she sorts and stores the
various feathers after plucking a bird.
Yes, Venetia, a corporate solicitor with law firm Hewitsons

in Cambridge, and a keen shot, even plucks the birds herself.
“It all started when I was on a shoot at Llwyn Madoc in

Wales. I wanted to know what happened to all the feathers
from the birds and was told they were burnt. It seemed such
a waste,” says Venetia, who lives in Newport, near Saffron
Walden. She enquired if she could have the shot game
feathers and duly received a bag of mixed plumes.

T

ARTS & CRAFTS

Venetia Phipps creates decorative wreaths and
wall art from shot game feathers. Lisa Millard
meets the woman behind Plucking Fabulous.
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“They were useless,” she says. “The feathers had been
plucked from the birds by a machine but the process had
destroyed them – they were all ripped and bent.” It was
back to hand-plucking for Venetia who would pluck tail
feathers from the birds on shoots she attended. Soon she had
hundreds of them.
Asked to create table arrangements for her sister’s

wedding, Venetia combined pheasant tail feathers with
flower heads to great effect. She enjoyed working with the
feathers, bending and manipulating them into shapes, and
wondered what else she could do with them. On a pre-
Christmas trip to London’s South Bank a couple of years ago
Venetia spotted a market trader selling traditional wreaths
embellished with plumes and decided to have a go at making
a wreath solely from feathers.
“My first attempt involved sticking the feathers on to a

foam base and it took me hours and was very messy. I was no
expert plucker and put all the birds’ feathers into one big pile,
which made it difficult and time-consuming to find the ones
I needed. But, five hours later, I placed
the wreath on my front door and soon
friends started asking if I would make
them one too.”
Venetia, who has improved her

production method over time, began to
experiment creating different styles of
wreaths. She posted them on Facebook
and Instagram and orders flooded in.
“I’m quite creative – my mother is an
interior designer and my stepfather was
an antique dealer, so it was clear I would
have artistic fingers one way or another.
And I can’t sit still – I have to be doing
something.”
It’s a good job Venetia likes to keep

busy as her works of feather art are
proving popular; combining her full-
time career with a creative sideline in the
run-up to Christmas meant working long hours, and orders
for feather-soft Valentine’s hearts are stacking up.
“Last Christmas I would come home from work at about

7pm and then have to make two or three wreaths just to keep
up with orders, so I’d be up until 2am. At the weekends, I
was making up to 10 a day and had to ask my mum and my
partner Rob to help. The feather wreaths are seasonal but the
hearts are popular all year round as they make
great wedding presents and gifts.
I’m diversifying now and have
started to make picture-framed
hearts which come in a box frame
on brown paper so still look
country.” The feather wreaths make
perfect candle holders for head-
turning table decorations
too – they are both dramatic and
regally rustic.
Venetia uses an array of feathers

from a variety of birds, including
pheasant, French partridge, duck,
turkey, chicken, grouse, guinea fowl
and, occasionally, jay or pigeon. “If
you look at how a bird is put together
you can see the design of the feathers
change over different parts of the bird.
It is amazing how many colours and
textures you can find on just one bird.
“Chicken feathers are the worst

for getting everywhere,” says Venetia,
opening a paper sack full of them; as

she carefully uncurls the top of the sack a flurry of white
feathers escape and dance in the air like snowflakes. “I’m
forever hoovering.”
When Venetia left school – she was born in Cambridge

and brought up in Saffron Walden – she was offered a place
at St Martin’s School of Art in London. “I wanted to be a
sculptor or a lawyer. My father, who knew I was opinionated
and lippy and wouldn’t make an effective housewife, thought
it might be better if I became financially independent,” laughs
Venetia, who is 30. “I love what I do and the company I work
for and want to remain in the law if I ever have children. But,
if I do have a family, Plucking Fabulous would enable me to
contribute equally to the household and ensure I have plenty
to do.”
Rob, who runs an arable farm with his father in Essex,

bought Venetia a lump of clay for Christmas and a Beretta
20-bore shotgun. “I love my gun and I’m not a bad shot – we
were out on Rob’s farm yesterday practising with clays for
next Saturday’s shoot. We keep the birds in the chiller at the

farm and do the plucking there.”
While Venetia has been

commissioned by celebrities, the
country set are firmly in her sights for
the next design – a feather and brass
rifle cartridge buttonhole (for gents)
and brooch (for ladies). The
combination of curling feathers and
brass ammunition has a whiff of
Alexander McQueen to it – they would
look great on a Fedora hat, tailored
tweed or even a ball gown
à la Isabella Blow. “They will make a
great keepsake after a day’s shooting
and the buttonholes will look very
masculine. The buttonholes could be
used to draw pegs at the start of
a day’s shooting. “
The feather wreaths and hearts are

lovely to look at and the spectrum of natural colours quite
beautiful – autumnal rusts, tawny browns, snow white, gold
and iridescent blue. Venetia talks about a feather’s tones
and patterns like an artist describing a landscape. She has
just persuaded the chaps who look after the peacocks at
Mountfitchet Castle to give her the tail feathers, which the
birds shed annually, and is looking forward to adding these

plumes to her palette.
“I’m working to commission at the moment,

but do sell the odd heart and wreath at the
Cheddar Vine deli in Saffron Walden. I don’t
plan to retail really because I don’t need to.
But I would one day like to be invited to
design the windows for Liberty in London –
that I would love
to do.”

Feather hearts
start from £89.99.

Feather wreaths

start from £49.99

I JUST LOVE WORKING
WITH THE BACK
FEATHERS OF THE
PHEASANT . . . LOOK
AT THE PATTERN AND
THE WAY THE FEATHER
SPLAYS INTO FLUFF.
THEY LOOK LIKE
FAUX FUR

See more
designs at

pluckingfabulous.
co.uk, facebook.
com/plucking-

fabulous,
@pluckingfab and

instagram.com/
pluckingfabulous.
Venetia Phipps

can be contacted
at venetia.

phipps@gmail.
com and on

07974 534390.
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